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Get Wowhead Premium for just under $1 a month to enjoy a d-free experience, unlock premium features, and support the site! Simply locate the screenshot using the form below. Screenshots that contain UI elements are usually rejected, the same applies to screenshots of the model viewer or character picker screens. The higher the quality, the better!
Please review our screenshot guidelines before submitting. Simply enter the video URL in the form below. Welcome to Wowhead's Healing Priest Class Classic Guide, updated! This guide will help you improve as a healing priest in every aspect of the game, improve your knowledge to face the most difficult dungeons and raids of classic WoW.Az throughout
this guide, you can cover many different aspects to increase your Pap expertise, including concepts like priest talents and talents builds, Priest BiS gear choices, Priest stat priorities, Pap consumables and enchants , including many other aspects of class and specialization. Make sure you navigate to other pages of this guide to find more detailed information,
as each one acts as a hub for knowledge of the subject. Our papi guides are always updated with the latest information about in-game experiences, theories and diaries; Be sure to check the changelog on this page, click view changelog at the top of the page. If you are interested in more detailed Pap guides, be sure to browse the navigation bar below and
make a list of related guides below the Table of Contents.OverviewLeveling (1-60)BeginnersTalents &amp; BuildsBiS GearRotation &amp; CapabilitiesEnchantsConsumablesAddonsMacrosPvPnoduel-classic-wow]DuelPvP BiS GearWarsong Gulch TipsAlterac Valley TipsArathi Pool TipsAbout the AuthorMaugus is a veteran World of Warcraft player and
healer, having started as a Saint Priest vanilla and healing endgame raiding content through the Burning Crusade and wrath of the Lich King. It focuses primarily on PvE content, including endgame attack imitation, dungeons, and open-world content. The priest is an iconic class in World of Warcraft, as either a robust healer harnessing the Light that gives
them great sacred power, or acts as a channel of shadow magic that causes pain and twists the minds of their enemies. As a healer, the priest has strong abilities that allow them to support their allies, but at the cost of doing so. Unlike the more durable Druids, shamans and paladins, priests wear clothes in armor, offering them little protection from physical
attacks. While avoiding as much direct damage as possible is the key to surviving as a priest, you have spells that allow them to mitigate damage like Power Word: or buffing for damage and healing like Power Infusion. Ultimately, the priest's healing ability and usefulness make them one of the most popular and desirable healing classes in WoW Classic.The
Classic.The the concise healing class of WoW Classic - flexible in a wide variety of situations that are capable of strong healing and an awful lot of utility. What's more, priests offer two different flavors of healing, whether they stick with traditional sacred build pve encounters or decide to run a discipline-heavy build in PvP situations. Priest healers are the
backbone of many raid groups, most guilds have seen them stacking them more powerfully than other classes like druids, paladins, and shamans. Other classes also have better healing coverage in certain situations, but what makes the priest so desirable is that they can offer strong support in almost every situation. Priests remain a very important part of
each raid group phase 5, offering the same competitive healing potential, but discipline priests actually pull forward slightly more than before, given the increased viability of Fire Mages Ahn'Qiraj. With the damage rising in the competition warriors, the ability to buff them even further into Power Infusion is an incredible boon to heavily min/maxed raid groups. If
you are interested in priests with other types of content besides Classic PvE, check out: The priest is a good all-around choice for both PvE and PvP healing situations. Their main strength lies in the wide range of capabilities that cater to the task at work. If you are a tank healer, there are several direct healing spells like Flash Heal, Heal and Greater Heal to
use. Priests are also able to mitigate some damage to tanks or group members power word: shield, while renew offers a way to charge up raid members with regular healing ticks. Spells like Prayer of Healing and Holy Nova (if gifted) make the priest able to heal multiple group members at once. They even have abilities like the Spirit of Redemption, which
allows them to heal after a short time. In short, there are few healing scenarios for a priest ill-equipped to handle. Regardless of the role a player plays, he always has a critical goal - don't die. The priest can help you there, by way of Power Word: Courage, a strong endurance buff. Having more health is always a good thing, and having a Fortitude buff might
make a difference in the raid group, no matter the encounter. They can also help other healers out of their talented Divine Spirit buff. Discipline Priests Power Infusion to boost their healing power or help out one of the group members by increasing healing or magic damage. While the priest is relatively weak in physical attacks due to low health and armor,
they are an internal fire capable of strengthening the armor temporarily. Ability to face other rollersWhen healing priests are quite robust in any given situation, these high-value goals are PvP scenarios. Fortunately, the priest does not have certain skills to other rollers. Priests can remove beneficial magic effects (like castlable buffs) from enemy players, or
heal harmful magical effects on them or their allies using Dispel Magic. They are also well equipped to treat the effects of disease with cure disease or disease abolition. If this fails, priests may hinder the roller's ability to fight with the help of Mana Burn to drain the mana, provided that the priest has not interrupted the process. Vulnerable to physical
damageHealing priests, like other clothes bearing rollers, are especially fragile when it comes to physical damage. They have relatively low health pools and low armor, making them primary targets for great damage to melee classes. Priests are particularly weak against classes like Rogue, Druid and Hunter for their inability to handle narcotic, bleeding and
poison effects (short of dwarf Stoneform ability). With a few exceptions like Renew and Power Word: Shield, priests still have to stay to successfully cast healing spells. This is a notable problem in PvP situations where maneuverability is key. As such, they are usually better to persevere with a group or a partner who can help the priest escape a difficult
situation. Even some PvE encounters, which require a decent amount of movement, such as onyxia or Ossirian's Scarred, may hinder the priest's ability to heal effectively. A total of five playable Pap tournaments wow classic - three Alliance and two Hordes. Each species has two innate racial abilities, which, depending on how you plan to play the character,
can be an important part of the character's creation. Some races have more useful capabilities for PvE encounters such as dungeons and raids, while others are more suited to PvP environments. In addition to the other utility, priests have access to two extra spells depending on race, which greatly affects the decision on which tournament to play. Both
priests studied race in the race capital, one at level 10, and another at level 20, in addition to the race's normal race. Alliance players have three tournaments to choose from when they create a priest: people, dwarbres and night elves. Alliance priests synergy well with Paladins, which are useful buffs like blessing of kings. Paladins also helps to counteract
the priest's natural weakness in the physical abilities of Devotion Aura, strengthen the fire resistance of fire resistance to fire resistance Aura, or prevent the enemy from interrupting the priest's spells concentration in Aura.The dwarf offers the most effective decisions when it comes to healing as a priest on the Alliance's side. Although humans may offer
unique benefits in PvE situations, choosing dwarfs crucially adds to the priest's survival kit. Dwarfs is the only competition in the WoW Classic that will be Fear Ward, an extremely useful spell for both PvP and PvE Apart from that, they also get Nak Eim and Stoneform Stoneform PriestHumans is usually one of the most romantic races of any RPG, and that's
the case with the WoW Classic as well. They have the most rounded stats of any tournament in the game, making it a good all-around choice for any class, let alone a priest. If you aim to play as a healer, however, you can get some benefits by way of your race skills. The Human Spirit passively increases Spirit statistics by 5%, which increases mana
regeneration – a critical element of the healer's longevity in a PvE fight. However, Spirit is less useful in PvP situations, in which the priest is likely to have to surrender frequently, mitigating the usefulness of this racial ability. With PvP, people have a decent choice, if perhaps not the best. Like dwarts, people don't have the Desperate Prayer ability, which is a
fast and powerful self-healing with a long cooldown. The perception of race ability offers an on-demand boost to priest stealth detection. This can be a useful tool in some situations when attacks by stealth characters such as Rogues and Druids are common, such as Warsong Gulch or Arathi Basin.Humans flag capture points. Mace specialization and sword
specialization are designed more for melee-focused DPS classes and have no impact on the priest's ability to function in most circumstances. Racial bonuses Dwarf PriestDwarven priests are excellent PvP healers as they are heartier than all other species by way of high initial Stamina. Dwarvs also have the Stoneform capability, which is a significant 10%
armor buff. Aside from relieving more physical damage, Stoneform also provides relief from bleeding, poison and disease effects, mitigating effects in most physical DPS classes like Rogues, Druids, and Hunters. The ability also allows you to break out of Rogue's Blind, allowing the priest a chance to escape or snap off a quick, potentially life-saving cure like
Desperate Prayer.Frost Resistance is a situationally useful PvP against the likes of frost mages, but is usually of little use in PvE situations. Other racial abilities include Find Treasure, which offers no healing advantage, and Gun Specialization, which is only useful for Hunters.Racial BonusesFind Treasure: Allows the dwarf to perceive the nearby treasure, so
appears the minimapFrost Resistance: Increases antifreeze 10.Gun specialization: Guns skill increased to 5.Stoneform: While active, grants relief from bleed, poison, and disease effects. In addition, Armor has increased by 10%. It takes 8 seconds. Night Elf Priest While humans and dwarts offer racial abilities that are widely useful, Night Elves' racial abilities
are situationally useful, the best. Shadowmeld, for example, only allows the priest to continue sneaking until he moves or cast spells. This can be a good skill supports raiding in pvp situations, but has little benefit from PvE. Nature resistance can help a bit against Rogues poisons and Hunter stings pvp, as well as certain dungeon or raid encounters. Night
Elf priests get an offensive ability, Starshards, and a defensive ability, Elune's Grace. Starshards costs mana and requires sewerage, taking the time the priest is likely to spend healing. Elune's Grace is only useful in certain PvP situations, as it rarely needs to be targeted at all for long-distance capabilities in dungeons or raids. The Night Elf, with other race,
quickness and Wisp Spirit, do not provide much benefit to priest mechanics. Speed only helps if you risk physical damage - which hopefully won't happen. Failing that, Wisp Spirit will only help you after you die (again, hopefully that won't happen). Night elves have a neat fet dot jump animation, making it a good choice from a cosmetic point of view! Racial
BonusesNature Resistance: Nature Resistance increased from 10.Wisp Spirit: Transform into a wisp of death, increasing the movement speed by 50%. Speed: Dodge's odds have increased by 1%. Shadowmeld: Activate slipping into the shadows, reducing the chances of enemies being detected by their presence. It takes until it has been deleted or moving.
Night Elf Rogues and Druids Shadowmeld are harder to detect while stealth or raiding. Horde players have only two tournament options priests: Undead or Troll. Unlike some Federal races, none of these offer direct healing race abilities. However, trolls have a berserking ability that allows for faster casting (with a screw). Undead priests, on the other hand,
offer better racial abilities if they plan to go to Shadow and fill a DPS role in spells like the devouring plague, but also healing. The Troll offers a healing Pap more efficient utility, although none of the available Horde species have priest-specific abilities that have a huge advantage over the other in each situation. Since trolls can use Berserking for a short
period of time and have a more passive ability to survive on the path of regeneration, they represent a slightly better opportunity for healing. Undead PriestThe Undead, also known as the Forsaken has a unique taste, like some other species in the game, due to the creation myth. They also have the highest initial Spirit in the game, which hardly helps with
longevity as healers encounter PvP. However, the rest of the racial abilities do little to stand out from their troll counterparts. Will of the Forsaken is a situationally useful capability in both PvE and PvP situations, offering the counter Charm, Fear and Sleep in a relatively short 2 minute cooldown. However, every other priest's racial ability carries little use as a
healer. Shadow resistance gives passive advantage in certain situations, such as fighting warlocks PvP. Kannibalize is useful when you need to preserve mana, but in most situations in which it is actually used regularly it also allows the opportunity to recover health and mana through consumables. Touch of Weakness is only useful in PvP situations and
devours Plague offers a slight DPS increase in raiding situations, but has a significant mana cost, and as such is only useful for Shadow Priests.Racial BonusesCannibalize: When activated, regenerates 7% of total health every 2 seconds to 10 seconds. It only works with humanoid or undead corpses within 5 yds. Any movement, action or injury taken during
cannibalizing cannibalisation will eliminate the effect. Shadow Resistance: Shadow Resistance Increased to 10.Underwater Breathing: Underwater Breathing Lasts 300% Longer Than Normal. Will of the Forsaken: Provides relief from Charm, fear and sleep while active. It can also be used while you have been struck by charm, fear or sleep. It lasts 5
seconds. Troll PriestTrolls offers two powerful racial abilities to priests over the Undead. First, we have Berserking, which adds a 10-30% casting speed buff. The twist here is that the faster speed binds to how much it hurts when you cast the spell. If you have lower health, you gain more speed, and vice versa. Regeneration increases Troll Priest's ability to
survive both PvE and PvP encounters, as it is one way for players to passively regenerate health in combat. Trolls' unique priestly abilities also increase their usefulness in certain situations. Hex of Weakness allows the priest to weaken the target, which is useful against dungeon and raid enemies as well as other players. Shadowguard doesn't offer harm
mitigation, but it allows the priest to score a little damage to be hit by an ability. Racial bonusesBeast Slaying: Damage dealt versus Beasts increased by 5%. Berserking: Increases casting and attack speed from 10% to 30%. In total health, the increase in speed has a 10% greater effect on up to 30% if it is seriously injured when activating Berserking. It
takes 10 seconds. Bow Specialization: Skill bow weapons increased by 5.Regeneration: Health regeneration rate increased by 10%. 10% of total health regeneration continues during the fight. Throwing Specialization: Skill with Throwing Weapons increased by 5.Priests is one of the most versatile and sought-after rollers, widely regarded as the premier
healer, and one of the scariest PvP classes. There are three specializations in talent trees classic priests: Discipline and the Sacred are healing-centered while shadow dps-centric. Discipline: Use your magic to protect allies from fed-up damage as well as heal your wounds. Power Infusion builds to focus on increasing raid performance at the expense of the
priest's own healing, placing Power Infusion as the highest DPS ally. A versatile healer who can reverse damage to individuals or groups and even heal from beyond the grave. Spiritual Spiritual Build the most common universal healing specializations that bypass the hard-to-use Lightwell in order to unleash talent points for greater flexibility. With build you
can choose investing more points in Holy for greater healing power, or keeping points in Discipline significantly increases your mana efficiency. Shadow: Uses sinister Shadow magic, especially damage-over-time spells, to eradicate enemies. Shadowform builds allow priests real DPS playstle, which is very powerful, but it is also extremely mana and threat
intensive, which severely limits PvE encounters. That being said, there is always at least one Shadow Priest in each raid in order to debuff the target shadow weaving. In PvP, Shadow Priests is extremely formidable, largely due to the wide array of offensive and defensive utility. Sacred to the stronger healing specialization Classic Priest Healers is
progression, which provides flexible healing and good permeability. Most priests will use the Classic Holy (21/30/0) Talent Build for Progression. Discipline Priests are less common, but use Power Infusion to buff the performance of their allies. Viable endgame PvE builds are covered by our Classic Priest Healing Talents &amp; Builds Guide.Professions is an
essential part of the WoW Classic as they allow the player to benefit from gears and consumables to enhance their ability and gaming experience. Depending on whether you plan to participate in a PvP environment or join close friends in a PvE encounter like a dungeon or raid, some trades will cater to your needs better than others. Priests can use the
tailoring profession in particular, while Magic and Alchemy also offer their mountain. Engineering is a profession for any priest you might want to consider some added utilities for both PvP and PvE. Check out more about all the crafting trades in our Classic WoW trades overview! Priests recovering from PvE content should strongly consider taking Tailoring as
their first primary profession. The skill allows players to use cloth materials like runecloth along with other collectible materials to create early progression gear like Truefaith Vestments. Tailors can craft extremely useful resistance gear like Flarecore gloves, offering much greater survival raid encounters where bosses deal certain types of elementary damage
like molten core.bag space in a premium WoW Classic, and everyone could use more of it. Helpfully, tailoring comes in handy there as well, as it allows players to craft various bags from the common Runecloth Bag to the rarer and larger bottomless Bag. Tailors also craft profession-specific bags like the Big Bag of Enchantment that have much more storage
space for crafting materials. Most Pap players take tailoring hand in hand. Whether you choose to heal pve or PvP PvP wizards are able to increase the gaps in the WoW Classic with multiple gears, giving this profession an advantage over the others. This profession is extremely useful when leveling, as you can use cheap, generally available materials such
as Illusion Dust and essences (such as Greater Eternal Essence) to expand your equipment. Better yet, taking tailoring and enchanting together makes the priest self-sufficient when it comes to crafting and stepping up his gear, which can be costly if he decides to go through the auction house instead. Consumables are a huge part of the WoW experience,
especially as you come on the raider. With simple mana drinks to restore vital mana points at crucial moments to elixirs and flasks that enhance character stats, Alchemy may be a worthwhile profession to consider. If you don't plan on raiding, the guild can ask you to use all the consumables you need, and it's always useful if you source them yourself.
However, it should be pointed out that this profession goes best with herbalism, so pick all the herbs you need to craft the potions, elixirs, and flasks. Being an engineer may not be the most obvious choice as a healing priest, but it's one of WoW Classic's more interesting (and fun!) crafting trades. Engineering allows priests to craft explosive items like thorium
grenades, which you can see them out of the tricky spots in PvP situations. It's not just explosives, either, engineers can also use items like hyper-radiant flame reflectors to build resistance rollers and reflect certain elemental spells on their enemies. In PvE situations like endgame raids, players will be able to craft items like field repair bot 74A to help the
guildmates out by allowing them to repair without returning to the city, which will save valuable time on the progression of content. Just like Alchemy, Engineering usually makes more sense when you couple it with a collecting profession – in this case mining. This way, you can collect the materials players need to make a variety of gadgets, explosives and
trinkets. If you only engage in PvE content, the other viable professions might make more sense to go on with your career as a healing priest. If you're looking for something a little different, though, Engineering has some unique tools that will help you go the extra mile in either PvE or PvP scenarios. Like other healing classes, priests rely on mana to power
almost every skill in the armory. Unlike anger or energy, mana does not grow at the level, so the priest has a larger pool from which they can cast spells. Reason also increases the priest's available mana pool, while the Spirit increases the priest's regeneration rate, filling the entire mana more quickly. The WoW Classic, all mana-based characters
Regenerates points in periods of 2 seconds, called ticks. Amount of mana obtained per tick depending on how much spirit comes from racial stat weights, gear, and buffs. However, casting any spell that costs mana temporarily suspends Spirit-based mana regeneration for five seconds, at a time when character regeneration is interrupted. It's called a five-
second rule. Some abilities, such as the ability of the druid Innervate, bypass the five-second rule, allowing the mana to regenerate to continue and increase the speed of recovery. Certain elements also allow for direct mana regeneration, such as mana drinks or second wind trinkets. Next page: Beginner's guideThank you for reading our class indicators! If
you have any feedback on the tutorials, feel free to comment in the section below and we will respond as quickly as possible. If you want to talk to any of our writers directly you can do so by connecting to the Feud server and finding them there! It's right there!
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